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if -' ‘Mirinventioni‘efers t‘o/sealed'bottle drink dis 

' ' The object of my invention isto provide a-series 
of'bottle‘s of liquor visibly enc'ase'dl in a sealed 
cabinet. The inverted: bottles each being seated 
in an electrically controlled stopper having a 
" hollow body. I The-hollow stopper is provided with 
‘ upper and “lower pairs ofj-valve c0ntrolled:_-ports, 
"which‘ports communicate with a pair‘ of separate 
?lling‘anddischarge chambers of pre-determined 
area, whereby Tuponmaking orwbreaking the cir 
cuit by'a manually actuateddouble- switch, a 
diagonally disposed pair of-the upper and lower 
ports are opened by a-pair of? valve‘ coresactu 
ated by themagnets'to discharge a‘ drink into a 
glass from one chamberwhile the opposite stop 
Jp'e‘r chamberis ?lled from’thelbottle with atdrink 
to be dischargedinto'a glass uponcthe next op 
eration of the magnet’controlled- valve cores, it 
being understood that adouble switch arm is 
1provided with diagonally» disposed pairs .of con 
.-tacts ‘which will close theelectric' circuit toener 

' gize the diagonally disposed upper and lower valve 
‘cores,’ whereby said cores‘ are; shifted back-and 
‘forth-Ito alternatelyv ?ll'one'chamber while the 
opposite chamberis discharging into a drinking 

‘Hence, the bartender has no access to the 
bottle, and when a drink is delivered to a cus 
tomer, the ‘same ‘is automatically registered by 

r engagement of the double switch arm with a reg 
ister. . 1 _ _ v I 

With the above and other objects in view, which 
will appear as' the description proceeds, the in 
vention resides in the novel construction, combi 
nation and arrangement'of parts, substantially 

was; hereinafter described, and-more particularly 
vdefined by the appended claim, it being under 

A Is'toodi that such changes in the precise embodi 
ment, of the herein disclosed invention may be 
made as come within the scope of the claim. 

In the accompanying drawing is illustrated 
one complete example of the physical embodi 
ment of the present invention constructed ac 
cording to the best mode so far devised for the 
practical application of the principles thereof. 
The drawing illustrates a sectional elevation 

of a cabinet encasing a hollow stopper for an in 
verted bottle embodying the features of my in 
vention and diagrammatically illustrating mag 
net controlled means for actuating the stopper. 

Referring by characters to the drawings, l in 
dicates a cabinet having a front glass door 2, 
which door is locked in its closed position. In 
practice, the said cabinet I is positioned back 
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‘therefrom a mouth 4', while 
1 extending through "the ' bottom of the’ cabinet, a 

heads 11, 

or a; :bar, whereby, all ' homes. displayed. therein 
are visible to'customers so that theymay, by the 
brand indicatedupon the bottle, select the liquor 
which they desire; > - r‘ . . ., l. ,v ,1 ,, > 

- The-‘bottom of the: cabinet ?tted therein 
a‘ series‘ of hollow stoppers3f‘it being understood 
that 'onlyw'lone'of‘ said stoppers are "shown. ' ' 
' ‘ The'up'per end» of the'stop'per has extending 

the Ilowerend has 

discharged nipple 5.» 1 .,; e ‘ Thehollow body of the stopperis formed with 

a pair of chambers B,’ ??'whic'h ‘chambers are of 
an area equaling one drink. Th'efc'hambers are 
provided, with top andfbottomheadsp'l, 1',;re 
spectively, which heads are provided with verti 

' cally disposed pairs of upper and'lower ports» 8, 
8', respectively, the upper-pairs ofvports being in 
'communicatiomwith the mouth 4 of the stopper 
3v andbhamberst, '6’, while the lower pairsiof 
ports are in communication ‘with the bottom, of 
the chambers and the discharged nipple Interrupting each pair of ports 8, 8’, of, the 

‘ ‘I’: is a transversely disposedv channel ‘.9. 
9’ respectively.- Slidably-mounted'in each‘of said 
channels is avalve corev l0, - II)’, the same being 

‘ reciproacted in its channel, whereby the ports 
‘8, 8' are alternately opened and closed.‘ .The said 

‘ valve vcores'are‘provided ‘with longitudinally dis 

30 "posed vent 1 apertures to eliminate blocking of 
' their 'movementin the chambers.“ Thisfeature 
' will become more-apparent‘ as the =descr 
‘proceeds. ‘ ‘ " ' ' " - 

iption 

' The‘channels'extend .through'the'body‘oithe 
35 ‘upper and lower pairs of magnetsill, 

heads and'their open-‘ends have secured thereto 

L ‘whereby thegval’ve cores are moved back and forth 
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55 connected to the left hand magnet ll’, 

vwhen the magnets are'energizedrwhich action 
will be further explained. The pairs of. magnets 
for actuating the valve cores are controlled by a 
double switch comprising a rocker arm I2 and 
upper and lower pairs of contacts I3, l3’ and 
l4, l4’, respectively, it being understood, as 
shown in the drawings in full lines, the arm es 
tablishes connection between the diagonally dis 
posed upper and lower contacts 13 and 14, 
whereby the circuit is closed. 
An electric energy circuit wire [5 leads ‘from 

the source of supply to the pair of wires I4, [6’ 
and the second circuit wire l5’ leads from the 
source of energy to the right hand magnet l l’ of 
the bottle stopper. A branch circuit wire I6 ex 
tends from the circuit wire [5' to the left hand 
lower magnet H’ and a branch circuit wire l1 

and the 



right hand upper magnet I I of the stopper. From 
the last mentioned right hand magnet I I, a wire I 
I1’ connects said magnet and the contact I3 of 
the double switch. 
The lower right hand magnet II’ is connected» 

by a circuit wire I8 to the diagonally positioned 
upper magnet I I with reference to the lower right 
hand magnet II' and the upper left hand mag 
net I I is: also connectedto the switch contact I3’ 
byawireI9. " ‘ - - " 

Thus, it will be noted that all of the stopper 
magnets are controlled by the double switch 
arm I2. 
In practice, the necks of inverted bottles are 

?tted over the mouth 4 of the stopper 3, there be 
ing a suitable yieldable ring 20 interposed, be 
tween the mouth of said stopper and the open 
neck of the bottle over which it'is nestled to pre 
vent leakage. 
In practice, an endlessbelt A is mounted under ~. 

the nipple 50f thebottle'stoppers for the re 
ception of glasses? B, one of which-glass is aligned 
with the bottle designated by a customer from 
which a drink is desired. Thereafter,‘ the only 
function the bartender is. called upon to perform 
is. that he shifts the switch arm I2 fromthe po 
sition in full vlines to’ the positionindicated in 
dotted lines, whereby vthe diagonally disposed 
upper andlower magnets II and IIf . are ener 
gized, it being understood that in this operation 
the stopper chamber 6'» has been emptied. Hence, 
‘when the ‘ diagonally. disposed I magnets- are ener 

’ gized by closing the, connection between the, con 
tacts I3'.',.I'4\’, the valve cores will shift their po 
sitions. from. that shown in‘ thedrawing to a re 
versedlposition, whereby the" upper right hand 
port. 8' isyopento ?llchamber 6' and the upper 
leftzhand .port 81 is closed with reference to the 

' full'i-chamb'er 6, and at the same time, the lower 
'right hand magnet ,I I’ will draw the. valve core 
towards it, whereby the‘ lower port 8’ 'in the 
empty chamber bottom 6' is closed for-the recep 
tion of a drink, while the left hand port 8' in the 
fulliichamber-?- is open to permit the charge of 

i liquor in said full chamber to be delivered into 
theiglass. .Thus, when one chamber discharges 
a‘ drink' into‘ a glass, ‘the opposite chamber re 

- 'c‘eives‘ full drink from the bottlej .and it should 
be obvious: from the abovev that. when the valve 
cores are in the: position as shown in‘the- drawing ,‘ I r I' 

. that the.- liquid ?lls not only-chamber 6 but also 
the. left hand side of , channels and port ‘8. 
Therefore when the valve core I0 moves fromthe 
position showntoward the left hand magnet its 
movement would ordinarily be'blocked by the 
compressing of the ‘liquid in the channelrbutby 
the provision of the longitudinalT vent theliquid 

. moves through the coreand permits ityto travel 
. freelyin the channel. ~ . i » I. . - 
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In order to keep a record of the drinks dis 
pensed from a series of scaled bottles, I provide 
a register 2|, which will be actuated by the 
switch arm I2 in each operation of the device. 
In order to save electric current when the ap 

paratus is not in use, I may provide a switch I5", 
whereby the current will be cut off when the same 
is opened. 

A drink" measuring and registering device of 
the type including a cabinet with a hinged trans 

1 parent front panel and an endless belt conveyor 

30 

positioned beneath, the cabinet ?oor comprising, 
in combination with a sealed hollow bottle stop 
per having an upper mouth for the reception in 
the neck of an inverted bottle and a lower dis 
charge nipple extending through the floor of the 
cabinet and terminating above the conveyor, of 
a‘ pairi of scaled chambers formed in the hollow 
stopper intermediate the. mouth and nipple 

, thereof, upper and lower pairs of valve ports each 
pair communicating with the stopper mouth, 
nipple and pair of chambers, a transversely _po 
sitioned channel interrupting each pair of ports, 
a valve corev , reciprocatively mounted in each 
channel; whereby the‘ associated pair of ports are 
alternately opened and closed _to' establish com 
municationbetween the mouth and nipple of the 
stopper and a. respective chamber, a pairof op 
positely disposed magnets carried by the stop 

- p'er and inalignment with each ‘channel valve 
core, a manually actuated ‘double switch arm 
having means cooperating with pairs‘ of diag 
onally positioned" contacts for‘ selectively ener 
gizing ‘the diagonally positioned stopper magnets 
and conductor wires connecting the contacts and 

. the magnets with .aisource‘ of electrical- energy, 

10' 

'whereby uponv selective movement of. the switch 
arm, apair of‘ diagonally- positioned magnets are 
energized to‘ shift the valve cores, so that the 
contentsv ‘of onestopper chamber is discharged 
from- the nipple into-a glass 011i the‘ endless belt 
conveyor while the‘ other stopper chamberT-is 
?lledwith; liquid fromia'bottle, and means in each 

- valve core. for permitting. the liquidin eachv chan 
nelto-pass freely from one side of the valve _core 
to the other upon movement of the core. . 

. . ANTHONY SPRUCK. 
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